Advisory Visit
Grizedale Brook with Wyre Rivers Trust
October 2018

Key Findings
• Situated in the Wyre catchment, on the west coast, and rising off
Grizedale Fell, the Grizedale Brook is a short (~9km) beck but with
~50% of its length surrounded by steep-sided and sheep-grazed
fells. As such, it exhibits a very flashy hydrograph (below) although
there is an online reservoir (above the limit of the walkover) which
may have some buffering capacity. Any land management changes
and mitigative measures to slow the flow, as high up the subcatchment as possible, will have marked benefits for the
geomorphology and ecology of the brook in the lower reaches.

Grizedale brook hydrograph derived from the gauging weir situated at Hazelhead Lane and
rain gauge data from Barnacre Reservoir which is situated within the Grizedale brook subcatchment.

• The underlying flashiness is compounded by chronic and ongoing
mismanagement in the mid to lower reaches; notably dredging and
straightening the channel, disconnecting it from its floodplain,
increasing conveyance and hence erosive force under high flows.
As a consequence, at low flows, the channel is over-capacity and
bereft of habitat features.
• Unfettered access for livestock further degrades the quality of the
riparian strip and decreases bank resilience to spate flow. As
livestock is free to roam on unconsolidated spoil dredged from the
channel, there is little chance of it stabilising through plant
colonisation. Hence, there is negative feedback, with the weak
banks being more likely to erode and perpetuating the perceived
need to dredge.
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• Short-term wins can be made relatively simply in the lower reaches
where it appears a modest buffer strip can be achieved. However,
long-term goals must be to slow the flow from the top of the
system and let the channel use its floodplain.
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1.0

Introduction

This report is the output of a site visit to the Grizedale Brook, River
Wyre catchment, Lancashire, undertaken by Jonny Grey of the Wild
Trout Trust, at the request of Tom Myerscough of the Wyre Rivers
Trust. Tom & Graham Nuttall (WRT) accompanied the walkover and
contributed to the observations & data herein.
The overarching objective was to assess the current state of habitat,
primarily for resident and migratory salmonids, but also for the wider
aquatic and associated riparian ecology. Recommendations for
improvement and prioritisation are included.
Grizedale Brook is one of the lowest watercourses contributing to the
WFD waterbody, Wyre Upper (GB112072065821), classified overall
as Good under the 2016 round of assessment. It includes High for
Biological Quality Elements (Fish & Invertebrates) and Supports Good
under the classification item Hydromorphological Supporting
Elements. It is not designated artificial or heavily modified.
Tributaries like Grizedale Brook should provide good spawning habitat
and fry nursery grounds, as well as being havens for a plethora of
macroinvertebrate species supporting fish and other higher predators
like dipper and grey wagtail.
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2.0

Habitat Assessment

Normal convention is applied with respect to bank identification, i.e.
left bank (LB) or right bank (RB) whilst looking downstream.
Upstream and downstream references are often abbreviated to u/s
and d/s, respectively, for convenience. The Ordnance Survey National
Grid Reference system is used for identifying locations.
The brook was walked (except for a few short sections which were
inaccessible or private) from the confluence with the Wyre (SD 49890
46460) to the road crossing of Higher Lane at Barnacre-with-Bonds
(SD 50966 47352).
Images are presented as file names and may be used out of sequence
for illustrative purposes. All images are geotagged and available upon
request.
YellowStone Instruments sonde (ProODOCT) readings were taken at
various locations.

Mean dissolved oxygen concentrations (mg/L) within Grizedale Brook on the 12th of October
2018. Interestingly, there is an overall trend for increasing concentration with distance
downstream; slightly lower values at upstream sites were likely impacted by diffuse pollution
and septic tank discharges, but nothing too concerning.
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DSC_3125. Grizedale Brook enters the mainstem Wyre from the LB
and on the outside of a bend. As a consequence, the confluence
appears to be kept clear of debris, and the brook discharges into
relatively deep water (in the Wyre). The depth of the brook will tend
to be shallow immediately u/s of the confluence because of deposition
of sediment load when both waterbodies are in spate and the brook
is held back by flow in the mainstem. There is a distinct lack of cover
for fish that may be tentatively exploring / entering the brook.
Indeed, footfall and dogs appear to be keeping the LB bare.
Issues: fish passage; bank erosion
•

Ideally, access should be prevented to allow the LB to regenerate
and provide undisturbed passage for fish in both directions. Such
an open area is easier for predators like herons to take advantage
of the shallow water.

•

Establish low tree cover on the brook RB at the confluence by
planting goat willow or alder and potentially keeping them
coppiced to encourage ‘bushiness’ and overhanging branches.

•

Ideal opportunity for placement of an information board to engage
with the public regarding the health and welfare of the
watercourse.

•

Cursory stone turning revealed small individuals of the
Heptageniidae, and some small cased caddis (Glossosomatidae)
but little else.
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DSC_3128, -27 & -29. U/s from the confluence, indeed until SD
50201 46866, the brook has been recently dredged. Unconsolidated
material has been deposited onto the overly steep banks. The channel
is straightened, steeper gradient, and uniform in depth with copious
evidence of ingress of fine sediment.
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DSC_3131 & -32. A ford links the two fields, currently under maize
production. While there appears to be a reasonable buffer strip for
the majority of the boundary, the tracks to the ford were clearly
responsible for conveying water and soil into the brook.
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DSC_3134 & -37. The over-capacity, trapezoidal channel is already
accumulating fine sediments (in part simply washing back in from the
banks, but also from u/s) highlighting the futility of dredging. The
fines were clogging the interstices between coarser sediments and
reducing the habitat viability for invertebrates and fish eggs.
Issues: complete destruction of the instream & riparian habitat via
dredging; fine sediment ingress; INNS
•

Preventing reoccurrence of dredging requires better, more joinedup communication between the EA, the local council, and the
landowner, particularly as the surrounding area is designated
washland.

•

Buffer fencing is required to prevent future access of humans,
livestock and/or machinery, to allow banks to consolidate and
riparian vegetation re-establish. Sediment deposition and plant
colonisation in the over-capacity channel already hints at the
brook reverting to more natural proportions; this should be
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encouraged in a more sinuous form by judiciously placing some
of the dredged materials back into the channel.
•

Currently, the brook is almost continuous riffle or shallow glide.
Pinch points introduced via upstream-V woody deflectors will help
to diversify depth profiles via scouring and will sort gravels,
thereby flushing fines out of the system. There is plenty of gravel
of appropriate size for salmonid spawning being delivered along
the brook; it just needs to be retained and sorted.

•

Formalised ‘lips’ or ‘crests’ at the top of each side of the ford
(simple railway sleeper or kerbstone), and hard-standing
approaches to prevent ingress of fines along these potential
gutters.

•

Planting of alder and other appropriate species along the toe of
the bank to encourage flow and channel form diversity, provide
shade and shelter, as well as nutritious leaf litter input.

•

Himalayan balsam is rife within the Wyre catchment but after
fencing, propagation of the seeds u/s might be limited, so a top
down approach of control on the sub-catchment will be
worthwhile. Note that this will be slightly more challenging after
fencing, but worthwhile!
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DSC_3139. Scant cover is provided by mature trees and some
younger regeneration on the RB, and the channel is more diverse in
cross section, but it still bears the legacy of dredging and is clearly
over-capacity. Root boles create scour holes for larger fish.
Issues: improve riparian tree cover on LB; maintenance of existing
buffer
•

Buffer fencing proposed for stretch d/s to link in with that at the
gauging weir (see DSC_3124 below).
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DSC_3124 An EA gauging weir, recently refurbished, with some
attempt at fish passage easement; a few eel bristle strips (high &
dry) and a wooden beam which was assumed to be a baulk.
Issues: little obvious benefit of the fish passage investment
•

The brook d/s is sufficiently narrow and the materials are available
in situ such that a more sensitive arrangement of rock prebarrages could have been devised to drown out the two-steps that
fish have to negotiate before approach onto the weir apron.

•

Obviously, the weir is impounding flow and hampering transport
of sediment downstream. However, because the bridge effectively
forces the river to bend, then adequate depth for larger fish is
maintained throughout the culvert.

•

Otter spoor was observed under the bridge.
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DSC_3142. The bridge carrying the west coast mainline is clearly
poorly maintained with one arch effectively blocked by sediment,
thereby focussing all spate flow through the remainder; no doubt this
has contributed to the erosion of infrastructure at the d/s side.
Issues: impoundment; fish passage both at d/s ‘perch’ and through
shallow culvert; future maintenance
•

Network Rail should be encouraged to maintain capacity of both
arches and to facilitate fish passage, the issues for which have
been exacerbated by their negligence.

•

A rock ramp would probably best fulfil requirements at the
structure for maintaining capacity and easing passage (perhaps
funded by NR in mitigation).

•

There was a series of metal gates slung together u/s to prevent
livestock passing under the bridge. This should be formalised,
perhaps as a watergate within a fence below the ford ~20m
further u/s (DSC_3143). It would also prevent the excessive
poaching currently occurring on the RB. This could be wrapped up
in a mitigation package with Network Rail.
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DSC_3143 & -45. A ford at SD 50380 47001 which, while created
from hard standing, clearly was a point source for nutrients and fine
sediment, and potentially chemical pollutants entering the brook;
DSC_3145 shows a ‘dipping’ station on the track immediately up the
hill. The bed immediately d/s was entirely smothered by fines which
degassed sulphurous compounds when disturbed.
Issues: chronic sediment & nutrient pollution; potential acute
chemical contamination
•

Engagement and education re the use, and siting, of facilities for
animal treatment near watercourses. Reference to new Farming
Rules for Water (2018).
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DSC_3144 & -49. Various structures, settling ponds and reed-beds to
accommodate run-off from the M6.
Issues: ongoing maintenance and efficacy of treatment; scale
•

The length of each reed-bed was not very long so it was difficult
to gauge how effective they might be in providing remediation of
water quality.

•

There was scant evidence of maintenance e.g. cropping of the
reeds to encourage new growth and hence uptake of nutrients /
pollutants, or removal of plastics and other solids. Engagement
with highways / council dept responsible to ensure adequate
monitoring.
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DSC_3146 & -48. U/s & d/s (respectively) sides of the M6 bridge
indicating reduction in capacity of the culvert from deposition. The
brook is now wending a sinuous and occasionally braided course
through the sediment, which has been colonised by emergent and
terrestrial plants where light allows.
Issues: none at present, briefing watch
•

Dredging u/s is likely to be contributing a substantial loading to
the deposition occurring within the bridge culvert, either as washin from unconsolidated material piled onto the banks, or the
increased conveyance causing undue erosion and transport to this
point.

•

Removal of the sediment to increase capacity within the bridge
culvert may impact upon fish passage if the depth of water
remaining is insufficient. Engagement is required with the
highways / council dept responsible to ensure that any works are
done sensitively and definitely outside of spawning season
(October to April, incl.)
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DSC_3152 & -54. U/s of the M6 and footbridge, the brook has been
recently dredged, there is a ford, and livestock have unfettered
access to both banks. The LB is partly protected by a deciduous
woodland.
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DSC_3156 & -61 Extent of dredging and building spoil dumped onto
the RB of the brook, and erosion of the RB further u/s exacerbated
by a combination of dredging, grazing and trampling.
Issues: complete destruction of instream and riparian habitat;
increased
conveyance;
poaching;
fine
sediment
ingress;
impoundment; pollution.
•

The ford is impounding the brook and is probably maintained by
using material from the bed u/s, thereby increasing likelihood of
issues for fish passage especially under low flow conditions. The
approaches appear to be ‘hard-standing’ or substrate from the
channel but will still gutter overland flow and sediment to the
brook so formalising a lip on each side would be beneficial (as
before).
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•

Livestock, currently cattle, poaching was severe in places and if
left unchecked will probably prevent the unconsolidated dredging
materials from stabilising; hence, it will end up sloughing back
into the brook under winter flows. Livestock exclusion fencing is
required on both banks, at least u/s of the ford (which will thus
require a watergate).

•

It was evident that numerous meander bends had been
completely straightened, relatively recently. The channel was left
trapezoidal and uniform in depth, bereft of habitat diversity. While
the native woodland will provide shade and leaf litter, the brook
is on the north side of mature beech trees situated on a steep
bank; there is no light and no understory to prevent soil simply
washing off that bank. Effectively ‘pinning’ the brook against the
straight edge of the woodland via dredging the channel is
compounding the issues. Either the brook needs to be allowed to
meander away from that bank of trees, thereby leaving room for
some smaller tree species / understory to develop, or the mature
woodland requires some management to diversify the canopy; the
two are not mutually exclusive. The former would require
exclusion of livestock.

•

There is no risk of flooding of infrastructure in the immediate
vicinity, so it is not clear why the brook has been dredged so
severely; perhaps only to provide a larger contiguous area for
grazing. However, piling unconsolidated cobbles etc onto banks
and allowing livestock unfettered access will not reinstate grazing
land.

•

A pipe from the small housing development on Higher Lane was
discharging sewage directly into the brook at SD 50946 47341.
This should be investigated and curtailed.
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DSC_3164 & -63. The bridge / ford at Higher Lane with multiple
culvert pipes of inadequate diameter, and the perched sloping apron
below.
Issues: impoundment; ongoing maintenance; barrier to fish passage
•

The structure accommodating Higher Lane is clearly inadequate
from almost every perspective and, as evidenced by the recent
works to the LB d/s, clearly requires regular and ongoing
maintenance / repair. Removal and replacement with a clear-span
bridge of modern construction would be more cost-effective in the
long-term, whilst reinstating geomorphological process and fish
passage.

•

The LB u/s of Higher Lane is much more natural and the brook
instream habitat correspondingly so, despite the effects of the
impoundment (as deposited material). However, it should be
noted that the channel was dredged straight across the field
beyond.
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3.0
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4.0

Disclaimer

This report is produced for guidance only; no liability or responsibility
for any loss or damage can be accepted by the Wild Trout Trust as a
result of any other person, company or organisation acting, or
refraining from acting, upon guidance made in this report.
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